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Atlas Coco Piston Compressor Automan Series (0.75-8.1kW/2000) 1-11 hp) 6 pages Stephen Kuhn, Business Area President, Compressor Technology +32 (0) 3 870 2938 or +32 (0) 474 881 154 Love Liman, Acting Media Relations Manager +46 (0) 8 743 8060 or +46 (0) 73 318 8060
Atlas Kopco may have to disclose the information provided here in accordance with the Securities Markets Act. Atlas Kopco is an industrial conglomerate with world-leading positions in copressers, construction and mining equipment, power equipment and assembly systems. The group
provides sustainable solutions for increasing customer productivity through innovative products and services. Founded in 1873, the company is based in Stockholm, Sweden, and has global reach spanning more than 170 countries. In 2009, Atlas Kopco had about 30 000 employees and
revenues from bsek 64 (Beur 6.0). Atlas Kopco's compressor technology develops the business area, manufacturing, market, and services oil-free and oil injection stable air compressor, portable air compressor, gas and process compressor, turbo expander, power generator, aerial
treatment equipment and air management system. It also offers specialty rental services. It innovates for better productivity in applications such as manufacturing, construction and process industry worldwide. The major product development and main manufacturing units are in Antwerp,
Belgium. QLX 40 Hammer TD50-55 Hammer QLX 50/55 Hammer DHD5 Hammer TD60-65-70 Hammer QLX 60/65 Hammer QL6 0-65 Hammer DHD60-65 Hammerx TD85-90 Hammer DHD8 Hammer Terranox Hammers QL120 Hammer DHD12 Hammer QL2 10 Hammer Other Atlas
Copco Products Complete Secoroc Brochure Compressor Hole Story Brochure Booster Symmetrics Overburding Systems Alex Systems Top Hammer Products Cluster Drill Reverse Circulation Jet Sub Utility Pole Drill Hydrocyclone All Drill Pipe Super-Tac Coco ABAtlas Copco Head Office
at Sear Oil Atlas Coop Naka (2015) TypeAktiebolagTraded asNasdaq Stockholm: ATCO A, ATCO BIndustryUstrial Equipment 1873; 147 years ago (1873) Hqrsnaka, Swedish People's Peoplehans Straberg (Chairman), Matt Rahmstrom (Chairman and CEO) ProductsConspressor, Vacuum
Solutions, Generators, Construction, Industrial Equipment and Assembly SystemsReservesek 104 Billion (Beur 10) (2019) Number of Employees 38 774 (2019) Assistant Tatlas Copco, Chicago P. Nieumatic, Edwards, Henrob, Beacons, Quincy Compressor,
SCAWebsitewww.atlascopcogroup.comFootnotes/references[1][2] [3] Atlas Coco (Coco from Compagney Pneumatic Commercial) is a Swedish multinational industrial company founded in 1873. [4] It manufactures industrial equipment and equipment. Atlas Copeco Group is a global
industrial group of companies headquartered in Naka, Sweden. In 2019, global revenue took a total share of 104 billion SEK, and by the end of that year the company employed about 38,774 people. Shares of the firm are listed on the OMX Stockholm Exchange and both 'A' and 'B' classes
are part of the benchmark OMXS30 index. Coco companies develop, manufacture, service and rent industrial equipment, air compressor (of which it is the world's leading manufacturer),[5] construction and assembly systems. The group operates in four areas: compressor technology,
vacuum technology, power technology and industrial technology. [6] History Early Development Ab Atlas, as previously named, was founded by Edward Frankel, a Swedish industrialist, politician and senior official in the Swedish State Railway. The company was founded along with Andre
O'Wallenberg, JohanN W. Arnberg, Karl G. Serwin and Frederick Didro. In its inaugural phase, Atlas dealt with the construction, purchase and sale of all kinds of materials for railway construction and operation. After a hard-hit recession in the 1880s and a decline in railway construction,
Atlas diversified its undertakings and switched to engines, central heating and tool machinery. In 1899, Atlas began developing its first air compressor and established itself as a compressor manufacturer. As old production branches started phasing out, Atlas teamed up with Diesel Motors in
1917 and atlas diesel's new company emerged with two primary divisions: diesel engines and compressor air products. [7] War-time development Atlas diesel mergers experienced significant growth during the First World War and toward the end of the war, dominating 40-50% of export
production. The years of depression caused significant losses for the company, which led to several financial reconstructions in the 1920s and 1930s. The economy began to recover, demand began to grow again in the mid-1930s, and Atlas experienced a boom in diesel sales, where
narrowed air operations was the most vast area. World War II remained an active period for the firm and at a time when strategic planning for development played a major role. Manufacturing capabilities were embellished and purchases, along with the acquisition of manufacturing
subsidiaries in Sweden and other countries, were an important component to the continued development of Atlas Diesel after WWII. The Swedish method was another war-period strategy that strongly influenced the firm's pneumatic program, consisting of lightweight rock drills and drill bits
with carbide tips. In 1948 the company ended its diesel manufacturing and the Atlas diesel name was no longer relevant. The name Atlas Copco became official in 1955 and was inspired by belgian subsidiary Compagnie Pneumatic Adults (Trading Pneumatic Company). [8] The post-war
international expansion laid the foundation for the Swedish method that was established during the war period the international extension Atlas Copco engaged in starting in the 1950s. The purchase of Belgian compressor company Arcic Engineering in 1956 was the firm's first major



international acquisition. Eventually, Arcic's plants carried the majority of Atlas Copeco's compressor production. Another important in 1960 Was built with the purchase of Crelius. In the 1970s, international expansion accelerated dramatically due to various structural reforms and efficiency
measures brought about by weak economic conditions and increased production costs. These conditions meant that Atlas Kopco had to speed and brake together to maintain profitability. So many strategic acquisitions were made, including French compressor manufacturer Mauguire. A
number of strategic acquisitions were made in the airpower business to strengthen its position in the United States, including the key purchase of Worthington Compressor. [9] In the early 1980s Atlas Copco was the world leader in rock drilling and pneumatic. Looking at the potential in
industrial equipment, they bought Chicago pneumatic equipment in 1987, which opened up important American, French and British markets. Atlas Copco then became one of the world's largest manufacturers of pneumatic equipment and monitoring systems. In the late 1980s the company
grew geographical foothold and the classification expanded due to several acquisitions including French company Ets. Georges Renault who manufactured pneumatic power equipment. Desoutger Brothers Plc, a British company supplying industrial equipment and monitoring systems, was
bought in 1990. In 1992 AEG Alexandrez was purchased and the Milwaukee Electric Tool was acquired in 1995, which further strengthened the company's reach. In 1997, Atlas Copeco made its largest and most important acquisition with the purchase of Prime Service Corporation, the
largest machine leasing company in the United States. The North American Rental Service Corporation was purchased in 1999. [9] In business areas since 2017, Atlas Copeco has four main business areas: compressor technology, vacuum technology, industrial technology and power
technology. [10] They all focus on the design, manufacturing and marketing of a large range of products for different industry sectors. Compressor Technology Atlas Copco's compressor technology sector makes products such as industrial compressor and vacuum solution, oil and gas
treatment equipment, air management system, and gas and process compressor/expander. Products are mainly used in manufacturing, oil, gas and process industries. Their compressor solution is used in ships, trains and hospitals, and in other facilities and applications. Their main market
competitors in the region are Ingersol-Rand, Kasser, Kobelco, Hitachi, Gardner Denver, Cameron, Suller and Parker Haifin. [11] Vacuum technology Atlas Kopco's vacuum technology business area mainly provides vacuum products, exhaust management systems, valves and related
products under the Edwards, Lebold and Atlas Copco brands. The main markets are a wide range of industrial segments, including semiconductor and scientific as well as chemical process industries, food packaging and paper handling. Major Product Development and The units are
located in the United Kingdom, Czech Republic, Germany, South Korea, the United States, China and Japan. Industrial technology Atlas Kopco's industrial technology products are mainly developed for the automotive and aerospace industries, but are also used in industrial manufacturing
and maintenance and vehicle service. Manufactured products include assembly systems, industrial power tools, quality assurance products and a variety of software. Their main competitors in the region are Apex Tool Group, Ingersol-Rand, Stanley Black & Decker, Uru and Bosch. [12]
Power Technology This area produces portable compressors, light towers, pumps and generators, paving equipment, compaction equipment, demolition equipment and construction equipment for a variety of infrastructure projects. These include civil works, road construction, gas and oil
and drilling construction projects. The company's main competitors in the region include Doosan Infracore, Kaeser, Sullair, Volvo, Caterpillar and Wirtgen. [13] Operational Manufacturing Atlas Copco manufactures critical equipment components and collaborates with business partners for
non-critical components. Approximately 75% of the production cost of the equipment represents the purchased components and about 25% of the internally manufactured core components, assembly costs and overhead. The equipment represents less than 64% of revenue and the
construction of equipment is mainly based on customer orders and only certain standard, high-volume devices are manufactured based on estimated demand. [14] Distribution Atlas Kopco has customer centers in about 71 countries and sales in about 180 countries. Sales and service are
primarily direct, but are also channeled through alternative sales mechanisms, such as distributors. The equipment is sold by engineers and served and maintained by technicians. Service is the responsibility of division in every business sector. This responsibility includes the development,
sales and marketing of service products, technical support, service delivery and follow-up. About 36% of revenue originates from service (spare parts, maintenance, repairs, consumables, goods and rentals). [14] Brand Atlas Kopco Group has dozens of brands around the world, including
Chicago Pneumatic for Compressors and Tools, Edwards for Vacuum, Beacons for Medical Gas Solutions and SCA and Henrob for Automotive Assembly Solutions. [15] Becomeds oxygen, vacuum, and medical air medical gas supply shops on a terrace at Campbell County Memorial
Hospital in District, Wyoming ABAC Agre Complexoen AUP Compressoren American Pneumatic Tools (APT) Beaconmeds Capital Seco Area Compressor Chicago Pneumatic Sirmac Cremers Compressor CSK Desstor Tools Dekker Vacuum Technologies Dynapac Edwards (Vacuum)
Ekomak Eurochiller Fiac Air Compressor Fuji Air Tools Gamma Vacuum Gazecon Gesson Grassair Compressoren Greenfield Guangzhou LingehIn Compressor Compressor Concer (HSI) Intermetch Innovative Vacuum Solutions (IVS) Lebold GmbH Liuzhou Tech Machinery Company
Lutos Amnesty-Trench Company Mark Compressor Mauguire Parfora Niyutatek Niutatek Medical Gas Solutions Precision Plus Puska Array CompRimido Quincy Compressor Quis GmbH Rand-Air Rodcraft SCA STA-Tech Line Shanghai Bolite Compressor Shenyang Varisco Worthington
Cresensensac Wuxi Shengda Air/Gas Purity Equipment A Walker Filtration Structure This section does not cite any source. Help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced content can be challenged and removed. (July 2017) (Learn how and when to remove this
template message) Atlas Kopco's organization is based on decentralized responsibilities and the principle of authorities. Their operations are conducted in four business sectors and more than 20 divisions. The organization has both operating units and legal units. Each operating unit has a
business board that reflects the operational structure of the group. The duty of a business board is to serve in the ability of advisors and decision-making related to strategic and operative issues. It also ensures the implementation of control and assessment. Each legal company has a legal
board focused on compliance and the legal framework of the group. [16] The 2018 Atlas Copco in Epiroc decided on a split and formed Epiroc AB which will focus on customers in the mining, infrastructure and natural resources sectors. Epiroc is now a completely independent company. [17]
Innovation Atlas Kopco conducts research and development in a wide range of technologies in its global research centers, where each division has its own individual area of focus and resources. Training and workshops have been launched in customer centers and product companies
globally. The company puts a higher focus on the increase in automation to bring more production back to the U.S. and Europe. In 2020 Atlas Copco acquired Isra Vision in February and in September with Perceptron in the U.S. to boost its position in automation. [18] Reference ^
Koncernstruktur Atlas COPCO AB. Solid information. Received on 4th April 2015. ^ Annual Report 2014. Atlas Copeco. Archived from the original on April 10, 2015. Retrieved on April 4, 2015. ^ Facts in brief. Atlas Copeco. Archived from the original on April 4, 2015. Retrieved on April 4,
2015. ^ Burton, John (2006). Atlas Copeco AB. International Directory of Company History. Thunderstorm group. Retrieved on September 29, 2010. ^ Kinder, Ole (September 22, 2010). Atlas Copco says mining demand quickened in third quarter at metal prices . Bloomberg. Archived from
the original on September 28, 2010. Retrieved on September 29, 2010. ^ Atlas Kopko facts briefly. Atlas Copeco. ^ Atlas to Atlas Diesel. Atlas Copeco. Archived from the original on 2016-04-16. Retrieved 2016-04-04. ^ Atlas Copco AB - Company Profile, Information, Business Details,
History, Background Information on Atlas Copco AB. ^ A B International and Expansion - Atlas Copco Copco Between 1873 and 2013. Archived from the original on 2016-06-23. Retrieved 2016-06-16. ^ Organization. Atlas Copeco. ^Copeco, Atlas. Compressor technique - Atlas Copeco. ^
[Permanent Dead Link]^Copco, Atlas. Construction techniques - Atlas Copeco. Archived from the original on 2016-05-31. ^ a b Atlas Copeco Annual Report 2019 (PDF). Atlas Copeco Group. ^ Brands. Atlas Copeco. ^ This is how we do business. Atlas Copeco Group. ^ Epiroque Cements
Atlas Coco is split with nasdaq listing. Australian mining. ^ Atlas Kopco sees an increase in major automation as onshoring intensifies. ft.com Financial Times. 2020. Companies received from portal
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